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Abstract— This paper presents missile guidance as a complex
robotic problem: a hybrid non-linear system moving in a het-
erogeneous environment. The proposed solution to this problem
combines a sampling-based path planner, Dubins’ curves and
a locally-optimal guidance law. This algorithm aims to find
feasible trajectories that anticipate future flight conditions, es-
pecially the loss of manoeuverability at high altitude. Simulated
results demonstrate the substantial performance improvements
over classical midcourse guidance laws and the benefits of using
such methods, well-known in robotics, in the missile guidance
field of research.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to define a new guidance
algorithm for an endo-atmospheric interceptor missile which
aims to destroy a flying target.
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Fig. 1. Guidance of an interceptor

The guidance of an interceptor toward a target is illustrated
in figure 1. It is divided into two different phases. The
first one, called midcourse guidance, starts at the interceptor
launch (see➀). During this stage (see➁), the missile only
uses its proprioceptive sensors (most of the time an inertial
measurement unit) to locate itself. The target trajectory is
predicted by specific algorithms using its current state (po-
sition and velocity) returned by a radar. The position where
the collision is supposed to happen is known as the Predicted
Intercept Point (PIP). During midcourse guidance, this PIPis
sent from the radar to the interceptor using a communication
channel. These data are often refreshed during the flight.
The aim of the midcourse guidance algorithm is to move the
interceptor toward the PIP. Midcourse guidance stops when
the interceptor approaches the PIP,i.e. when the radar sensor
embedded on the interceptor is able to detect the target.
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Then, the terminal homing phase can start (see➂). Many
works solve the terminal guidance problem with closed-loop
guidance laws such as Proportional Navigation [18]. In this
paper, we focus on the midcourse guidance problem.

Finding a path from the initial position to the PIP is a guid-
ance problem with many constraints : the interceptor missile
is a hybrid system (propulsive stage and non-propulsive
stage), its speed and maneuvering capabilities vary during
the flight. It flies in a heterogeneous environment and has
to reach the PIP with a certain angle and enough speed to
ensure that the embedded radar can find the target and that
the lethal system can destroy it.

Many closed-loop optimal midcourse guidance laws were
proposed in the past using singular perturbation theory [2],
[14], [4], linear quadratic regulators [8], [7], analytical meth-
ods [13] or modified proportional guidance [15]. The kappa
guidance detailed in [12] is certainly the most known of these
guidance laws. It is designed using optimal control theory so
that the missile final speed is maximized. Thus, gains of the
control law are updated depending on current flight condi-
tions. However, this guidance law relies on some restrictive
approximations. Moreover, control limitations (saturations)
are difficult to satisfy. Likewise, the kappa guidance is not
suitable for a surface-to-air missile dedicated to high altitude
interception since variations of air density are large fromlow
to high altitudes. For such complex systems and missions,
the optimal problem needs to be considered globally.

Many studies in the robotic field, especially in path plan-
ning and control theory aims to find trajectories in complex
environments. For example, sampling-based path planning
methods, such as Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT)
[10] or Probabilistic Roadmap Methods (PRM) [9], offer
solutions for trajectory shaping in complex environments
while a classical optimal method often fails to find a solution.
These are usually used for path planning of a Dubins’
car in environments cluttered by obstacles [11]. The main
advantage of these techniques is that even a complex system
can be considered without a need of approximations [16].
The idea of this paper is to use such a sampling-based
method to plan a path for interceptor missiles.

The proposed method in this paper is based on Rapidly-
exploring Random Trees for trajectory shaping during the
midcourse phase. A metric function based on Dubins’ curves
is used to compute the distance between two states. A kappa
guidance law is used to steer the missile. Simulation results
are obtained for a missile using a single propulsive stage.
Terminal constraints are defined with respect to the Predicted
Intercept Point (PIP) and to the interceptor capabilities for the
terminal guidance stage. The obtained results demonstrate
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Fig. 2. Definition of reference frames

the potential of path planning algorithms in missile guidance
especially in high altitude cases where classical closed-loop
laws cannot find a proper solution.

This paper is divided into four parts. First, the system
and environment modelings are presented in section II.
Then, section III introduces the RRT path planner and its
modifications for missile guidance. Then, some simulated
results are presented (section IV). Finally, some concluding
remarks are made in the last section.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. System modeling

The missile is modeled as a rigid body of massm and
inertia I maneuvering in a vertical 2D plane. A round earth
model is used. Due to small flight times (less than one
minute), the earth rotation has very few effect on the missile
and is neglected in this paper. Three frames (Fig. 2) are
introduced to describe the motion of the vehicle: an earth-
centred earth-fixed (ECEF) reference frameI centered at
point O and associated with the basis vectors(i,k); a body-
fixed frameB attached to the vehicle at its center of mass
Cg with the vector basis(eb

1, e
b
3); and a velocity frameV

attached to the vehicle atCg with the vector basis(ev
1, e

v
3)

whereev
1

def
= v

‖v‖ and v is the translational velocity of the
vehicle inI. Position and velocity defined inI are denoted
ξ = (x, z)⊤ andv = (ẋ, ż)⊤. The translational velocityv
is assumed to coincide with the apparent velocity (no wind
assumption). The orientation of the missile is representedby
the pitch angleθ from horizontal axis toeb

1. The angular
velocity is defined inB asq

def
= θ̇.

Translational forces include the thrustfthrust, the force of
lift flift , the force of dragfdrag and the force due to the
gravitational accelerationmgk (Fig. 2). Aerodynamic torque
is denotedτaeroand perturbation torque is denotedτpert. Using

these notations, the vehicle dynamics can be written as

ξ̇ = v, (1)

mv̇ = fdrag+ flift + fthrust−mgk, (2)

θ̇ = q, (3)

Iq̇ = τaero+ τpert. (4)

The aerodynamic forces are

fdrag= −
1

2
ρv2SCDe

v
1,

flift = −
1

2
ρv2SCLe

v
3,

(5)

whereρ is the air density;S is the missile reference area,CD

is the drag coefficient,CL is the lift coefficient, andv
def
= ‖v‖.

CL andCD both depend on the angle of attackα (Fig. 2), the
axial force coefficientCA and the normal force coefficient
CN. These can be expressed as

CD = CA cosα+ CN sinα

CL = CN cosα− CA sinα
(6)

CN can be written asCN = CNαα whereCNα is the normal
force coefficient curve slope.

The thrust force is applied until the boost phase stops,i.e.
until t > tboost. It is assumed to be constant and is defined
as

fthrust= (Isp(Vac)g0qt −Aep0) e
b
1, (7)

where Isp(Vac) is the vacuum specific impulse,qt = −ṁ
is the mass flow rate of exhaust gas,g0 is the gravitational
acceleration at sea level,Ae is the cross-sectional area of
nozzle exhaust exit andp0 is the external ambient pressure.
Massm and inertiaI are time varying values during the
propulsion stage.

A hierarchical controller is used to control the lateral
accelerationav = avev

3 perpendicular tov: an inner loop
stabilizes the rotational velocityq of the vehicle and an outer
loop controls the lateral accelerationav [3]. In the following,
av

c denotes the setpoint of this control loop.

B. Environment modeling

The US Standard Atmosphere, 1976 (US-76) is used in
this paper. In the lower earth atmosphere (altitude< 35 km),
density of air and atmospheric pressure decrease exponen-
tially with altitude and approach zero at about 35 km. As
we consider a missile with only aerodynamic flight controls,
the maneuvering capabilities are linked to the density of air
(5) and approach zero at 35 km.

C. Problem formulation

Let x(t) = (ξ(t),v(t)) ∈ X ⊆ R
4 be the state of the

system,av
c ∈ U(t,x) ⊆ R

3 be an admissible control input
and consider the differential system

ẋ = f(t,x,av
c), (8)

wheref is defined in section II-A.
X ⊆ R

4 is the state space. It is divided into two subsets.
Let Xfree be the set of admissible states and letXobs = X \
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Xfree be theobstacle region i.e. the set of non-admissible
states. In this paper,Xfree is defined as

Xfree = {x : altitude(ξ) > 0, ‖v(t > tboost)‖ > vmin}, (9)

wherevmin is the minimum tolerated interceptor speed at the
intercept point defined by the performance of the terminal
phase of the interceptor.

The initial state of the system isxinit ∈ Xfree.
The path planning algorithm is given a predicted intercept

point xpip = (ξpip,vpip). In order to achieve its mission, the
interceptor has to reach a goal setXgoal, shown in Fig. 3,
defined as

Xgoal = {x : ‖ξ−ξpip‖ < R, ‖v‖ > vmin,∠(v,−vpip) < φf}
(10)

whereR is the radius of a sphere centered atξpip andφf is
an angle related to the maximum capabilities of the terminal
guidance system. Values ofR, φf and vmin are defined by
the homing loop performance of the interceptor.
U(t,x) is the set of admissible control inputs at the time

t, when the state of the system isx:

U(t,x) = {av
c : αc 6 αmax(t,x)} (11)

whereαc is the needed angle of attack to obtain the control
input av

c andαmax(t,x) is the maximum tolerated value of
the angle of attack which depends ont andx and is defined
by

αmax(t,x) = min
(

αstb
max(t,x), α

struct
max (t,x)

)

. (12)

αstb
max(t,x) is the maximum achievable angle of attack using

tail fins. This value depends on altitude and speed of the
missile. It is given by wind tunnel experiments.αstruct

max (t,x)
is the structural limit which is given by the maximum lateral
accelerationab

max in body frame that the missile can suffer
before it breaks.

The motion planning problem is to find a collision free
trajectoryx(t) : [0, tf ] → Xfree with ẋ = f(t,x,av

c), that
starts atxinit and reaches the goal region,i.e. x(0) = xinit

andx(tf ) ∈ Xgoal.

D. A challenging problem

To sum up this challenging problem:
• The system described in section II-A is hybrid with a

propulsive phase and a non-propulsive phase;
• The speed of the system increases during the propulsive

phase and then decreases due to drag forces;

Algorithm 1 RRT path planner
Function : build rrt (in : K ∈ N, xinit ∈ Xfree, Xgoal⊂ Xfree,
∆t ∈ R

+, out : G)

1: G← xinit

2: i = 0
3: repeat
4: xrand← randomstate(Xfree)
5: xnew← rrt extend(G,xrand)
6: until i++ > K or (xnew 6= null andxnew ∈ Xgoal)
7: return G

Function : rrt extend(in : G, xrand, out : xnew)

8: xnear← nearestneighbour(G,xrand)
9: av

RRT← selectinput(xrand,xnear)
10: (xnew,a

v
c)← new state(xnear,a

v
RRT,∆t)

11: if collision free path(xnear,xnew,∆t) then
12: G.AddNode(xnew)
13: G.AddEdge(xnear,xnew,a

v
c)

14: return xnew

15: else
16: return null
17: end if

• The environment is heterogeneous with density of air
that decreases exponentially with altitude;

• Maneuvering capabilities of the system are linked to
both speed and altitude and tend to zero when the
altitude approaches 30 km;

• The goal area must be reached with a minimum speed
in order to destroy the target.

III. M OTION PLANNING FRAMEWORK

A. Rapidly-exploring Random Trees

Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) [11] is an incre-
mental method designed to efficiently explore non-convex
high-dimensional spaces. The key idea is to visit unexplored
part of the state space by breaking its large Voronoi areas
[17]. Algorithm 1 describes the principle of the RRT when
used as a path planner.

First, the initial statexinit is added to the treeG.
Then, a statexrand ∈ Xfree is randomly chosen. The
nearest neighbor function searches the treeG for the
nearest node toxrand according to a metricd (section III-
B). This state is calledxnear. Theselect input function
selects a control inputav

RRT according to a specified criterion
(section III-C). Equations (1) and (2) are then integrated on
the time increment∆t using av

RRT and xnear to generates
xnew (new state function). On line 11, a collision test
(collision free path function) is performed: if the
path betweenxnear andxnew lies in Xfree thenxnew is added
to the tree (lines 12 and 13).

These steps are repeated until the algorithm reachesK
iterations or when a path is found,i.e. xnew ∈ Xgoal.
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B. nearest neighbour

xnear is defined as the nearest state toxrand according to a
specified metric. While the euclidean distance is suitable for
holonomic systems, this cannot measure the true distance
between two states for non-holonomic vehicles. Indeed,
initial and final orientations of the velocity vectorv need
to be taken into account. A metric that uses Dubins’ results
[5], [1] is proposed in this paragraph.

Let γ = θ−α denote the flight path angle of the vehicle.
Recall the translational dynamics (1) and (2) of the missile
and ignore the dynamics of the normv of the velocity vector
v. Considering curvilinears =

∫ t

0
v(u) du instead of the

time, the system can be rewritten as follows



























x′ =
dx

ds
= cos(γ)

z′ =
dz

ds
= sin(γ)

γ′ =
dγ

ds
= c

(13)

wherec = av

v2 is the curvature of the vehicle trajectory and
av = avev

3. Assume that the control of the lateral acceleration
is perfect, that is∀t, av = av

c ∈ U (t,x). Sinceav ∈ U (t,x),
the maximum curvaturecmax (t,x) depends ont and x

along the trajectory. The system (13) is similar to the system
considered in [5] often called the Dubins’ car. This is a non-
holonomic vehicle moving forward with a constant velocity
and capable of maneuvering within a bounded curvature.

In [5], cmax was considered as a constant along the
trajectory and minimum length paths from an initial state
(xinit , zinit , γinit) to a final state(xfinal, zfinal, γfinal) were an-
alyzed. It was shown that such paths are a sequence of
circles C of maximum curvature and segment linesS.
Furthermore, it was proved that minimum length paths are
either of typeCCC (Curve-Curve-Curve) orCSC (Curve-
Segment-Curve). Later, using optimal control theory and
some geometric arguments [1], the same result was obtained.
An example of each type of path is presented in Fig. 4. Thus,
the length of the optimal path can be obtained analytically.

The Dubins’ metric used in thenearest neighbour
function is based on Dubins’ work as follows. Given a node
x(t) ∈ G, the maximum curvaturecmax(t,x) is computed

at x(t). Then, the minimum length path fromx to xrand is
computed using Dubins’ results described previously. This
procedure is repeated for allx(t) ∈ G and the statexnear

with the shortest optimal path toxrand is returned.

C. select input

The select input function usesxnear and xrand and
returns a control inputav

RRT. av
RRT can be chosen randomly or

using a specific criterion. A Kappa guidance law is proposed
in this paper. This guidance law returns the control input

av
RRT = ((a1 + a2) · e

v
3)e

v
3, (14)

with
a1 =

K1

tgo
(vrand− vnear)

a2 =
K2

t2go
(ξrand− ξnear− vneartgo)

(15)

choosing||vrand|| = ||vnear||, K1 andK2 are the gains and
tgo is the estimated time-to-go:tgo = tf − t. The estimation
of tgo is a difficult problem as it theoretically necessitates to
estimate the entire flight timetf to the target. There exists
many techniques to provide an approximate oftgo [12].

The second terma2 is the proportional navigation term
which closes out the heading error to the PIP while the first
term a1 is the shaping term which rotates the flight path
angle so thatγ converges toγf .

The purpose of the optimal Kappa guidance law is to maxi-
mize the missile terminal speedvf (equivalent to minimizing
the total loss in kinetic energy) while satisfying the boundary
conditions: no heading error, required terminal flight path
angleγ = γf and the distance between the missile and the
targetD = ||ξPIP− ξnear|| = 0 at the PIP. GainsK1 andK2

satisfying these constraints can be approximated by [12]

K1 =
2F 2D2 − FD(eFD − e−FD)

eFD(FD − 2)− e−FD(FD + 2) + 4

K2 =
F 2D2(eFD + e−FD − 2)

eFD(FD − 2)− e−FD(FD + 2) + 4

F 2 =
QSCA(||fthrust||+QS(CNα − CA))

2

m2v4(||fthrust||+ 2QSCNα −QSCA)

(16)

whereQ = ρv2/2 is the dynamic pressure.

D. new state

First, thenew state function saturatesav
RRT to obtain

the admissible control inputav
c ∈ U(t,x) that satisfies the

missile constraints. Then, it applies this control input during
the time increment∆t to obtainxnew.

Figure 5 illustrates RRT expansion using these functions.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A single-stage missile, whose boost phase lasts 20s, is used
in this section. During the whole flight, the missile is only
controlled aerodynamically using tail fins. The missile speed
at the end of the boost phasetboost is approximately 2000m/s.
The control loop is assumed to be perfect (∀t, av = av

c).
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(b) 500 iterations
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(d) 4000 iterations

Fig. 5. RRT expansion

In this section, two scenarios are analyzed. For both, the
time increment∆t = 2s, the initial positionξinit = (0, 0),
the missile is launched vertically,X = [−20km, 20km] ×
[0km, 30km],

Xgoal =
{

x : ‖ξ − ξpip‖ < 500m, ‖v‖ > 500m/s,

∠(v,−vpip) < π/8} ,

ξpip = (−15km, 15km) in scenario 1,ξpip = (−10km, 25km)
in scenario 2 andvpip is parallel to the ground.

In both scenarios, trajectories generated by our RRT-based
guidance law are compared to those obtained using kappa
guidance with the desired flight path angleγf = π−φf and
φf = π/8. Control input returned by kappa guidance before
saturation is denotedac

kappa.
A bias toward the goal is introduced in the algorithm to

reduce the number of needed nodes to reachXgoal. This bias,
called RRT-GoalBias [11], consists in choosingxpip asxrand

in therandom state function with a probabilityp. In this
section,p = 0.01.

On the following figures, the dashed curve is the trajectory
obtained using the kappa guidance, the treeG is represented
in blue,Xgoal is represented as a red circle with two dashed
line segments as in figure 3. The boost phase of the generated
trajectory betweenxinit and Xgoal is in green, the second
phase is in pink.

Figure 6 presents the obtained trajectories for scenario 1.
Figure 7 presents the lateral accelerationsav

kappa and av
RRT

respectively returned by kappa guidance and computed in the
select input function.av

c(αmax) is the maximum lateral
acceleration tolerated by the missile along the trajectory.
Since the control inputsav

kappa and av
RRT for both guidance

methods are always below the maximum values tolerated by
the missile, both trajectories reachXgoal easily.

The number of generated nodes to find this solution is 391.
The final speeds for kappa guidance and RRT-based guidance
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Fig. 6. Scenario 1 - Trajectories
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Fig. 7. Scenario 1 - Lateral accelerations along the computedtrajectories

are respectively 1717m/s and 1586m/s. As a result, both
guidance laws provide trajectories with similar performance.

Figure 8 illustrates the obtained trajectories for scenario
2. Since the target is higher and closer in term of horizontal
distance, an aerodynamically controlled missile encounters
difficulty to reach Xgoal. The difficulty lies in the low
maneuverability at high altitude due to the low density of
air. Therefore, the constraint∠(v(tf ),−vpip) < φf is hard
to satisfy whenvpip is parallel to the ground.

The trajectory generated by Kappa guidance (dashed
curve) cannot satisfy this constraint since∠(v(tf ),−vpip) =
0.62 rad> π/8. It does not anticipate the future lack of ma-
neuverability and sends low control inputs untilt/tf = 0.5
(Fig. 9). Thus, at the end of the trajectory (t/tf > 0.9), the
guidance law tries to satisfying the constraint∠(v,−vpip) <
φf by sending huge control inputs to the controller. Since its
maneuvering capabilities are low, the missile cannot perform
such lateral accelerations and fails to reachXgoal.

On the contrary, as the RRT-based algorithm anticipates
the loss of maneuverability at high altitude near the PIP, a
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Fig. 9. Scenario 2 - Lateral accelerations along the computedtrajectories

back-turn is performed by its generated trajectory. Indeed, it
moves away from the line-of-sight at the beginning in order
to reduce the curvature of the trajectory when approaching
Xgoal. Thus, the needed lateral acceleration at the end of the
trajectory remains lower than the maneuvering capabilities
at these altitudes (Fig. 9). Since this problem is harder
to solve than the previous one, the number of iterations
increases and reaches 1578 for this trajectory. Furthermore,
‖v(tf )‖ = 1309m/s> vmin is verified.

This scenario illustrates the effectiveness of our RRT-
based guidance law compared to classical midcourse guid-
ance laws, based on its capability to anticipate future flight
conditions.

V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

This new and novel guidance law combines a sampling-
based RRT path planner, Dubins’ curves whose lengths are
used as a metric function, and a Kappa guidance law to
choose the appropriate control inputs. The critical midcourse
guidance problems that cannot be solved easily using clas-

sical guidance laws can be solved by this method as it
anticipates future flight conditions.

Results are promising and some possible extensions could
be studied in future work. The study of the optimality of
the generated trajectories is our first priority: it could be
interesting to maximize the final velocity or to minimize the
flight time. This could be done by improving both metric
function and control input selection. Another solution would
consist in preprocessing the state space as it could also
reduce the computing time, for example using a simplified
missile model [6]. Furthermore, a more realistic missile
model should be used by including delays in the control
loop. Finally, as the generated trajectories currently liein a
2-dimensional plan, the algorithm has to be generalized to a
3-dimensional space.
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